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JIP ASSIGNMENT 2  
Assignment From purple/ white stripe belt to Brown Belt  
REFLECTIONS   Name _________________club______ GRADE 3rd  KYU  
THERE ARE 2 SECTIONS TO THIS ASSIGNMENT  

To learn from our successes and areas which could have gone better, it is helpful to ‘reflect’ in a diary.  

We would now like you to assist our instructors, teaching karate on a regular basis. Reflection in this way, means to 

look and think about something we have done. Writing it down helps us think about it slowly and this process will 

help give us ideas of how it could go better or different, or remain the same, if we repeat the same task another 

time.  

In this way we don’t all become the same, but learn a little about ourselves each time we do an activity and it 

enables us to help others more effectively. This is as important to adults, as children and young people, so to learn 

how to reflect will help us in all sorts of activities in your future. So let’s start 

1. Create a document on your computer with the following columns ( it is probably easiest to create it in 

landscape) You will also need to print off a few copies, so that you have them with you at your Karate class.  

Headings :  date/Place  time available  task (what I was asked to do & what I did)  how I thought it went  how I 

could improve it next time  how would I get information to help me improve. Who could ask to help me improve  

Other  

2.  Use this diary when you teach. Fill 1 copy in at the end of your teaching session or recall or type it when you 

get home and hand it in to Sensei or email to AHKassignments@gmail.com 

3.  You can ask to teach regularly, as we always value your contribution. Remember to complete a diary entry 

after every teaching  sessions. You need to write a minimum of 10 diaries to complete this assignment, but 

should continue to teach and complete a diary (minimum of 1 monthly). REMEMBER - THIS DIARY IS NOT’ 

MARKED’, it is for you to learn from, and improve your teaching, so as a black belt instructor, you will be 

confident that you are working to Sensei  Hazelwood' s way. Feel free to discuss with Sensei Hazelwood or any 

other black belts to develop your teaching style. You may not complete all !) sessions before your grading but 

that’s fine ,as long as you have started them 

Section  2 of Assignment 2 - You will receive badges with the Japanese characters embroidered on, when you 

complete your assignments. Tell us what these characters mean: 

一    二    三    四    五    六    七    八   九   十 

Section  3 of assignment 2 only complete this if you have NOT yet received your JAP badges We would like you to 

identify ; 

3 Random Acts of Kindness that you have done recently you chose to do for someone else. It can be anything - at 

home, at school at karate, for someone you know or a stranger.  

REMEMBER TO NAME YOUR ASSIGNMENT AND EMAIL TO AHKASSIGNMENTS@GMAIL.COM for feedback, badge, diploma 
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